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Episode 5

The relationship between PMD, Steplist, FBS, and 3-5 Phase Improvement

Using Fig. 1, let us explain the relationship.
1. The Key Word of PMD is the functional expression of the desired result (in brief "do something").
2. The name of the subject or theme level which realizes the functional expression is the uppermost theme
name of the FBS. In the previous FBS example, it was "a desk for easy study." If we move from the basic
functional expression (Key Word) to the name of the subject of a higher level theme, we may also wonder
whether it is enough for the function of "a desk for easy study" to be restricted to the Key Word only. Then
we are led to an exact expression of the function and images of a desk for easy study. Fixed as nouns or
noun phrases, they constitute the "exemplary theme expressions" of the FBS.
3. When constructing the Steplist, the first thing to do is to put the noun expression of the desired result
into column 7D. We may then create the procedures to realize the desired result by filling in elements from
the upstream in these columns. This is how a procedure is created from PMD.
4. The relationship between a PMD, a Steplist, and FBS is as above, but when considering whether it is
enough for the function of "a desk for easy study" to be restricted to the Key Word only, additional images
may arise. In this case, we apply the 3-5 Phase Improvement Method. That is, we classify the images as
"immediately realizable and effective," "pressing but preparation is necessary," or "to consider for future
realization phase-wise," add them to the appropriate columns, and take steps to materialize them.
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Fig.1 The relationship of PMD Steplist, FBS, 3-5 Improvement
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